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The fiscal wages unified payment system is an important part of the management of 
the national single bank account and a significant aspect of the national treasury 
centralized payment. It is conducive to realize fiscal management according to law, 
reduce government’s managing cost and appropriation links, save fiscal expenditure, 
optimize the structure of fiscal expenditure and organization, check the budget 
scientifically, ensure that the expenditure is rationally used. 
The wage unified payment system can be used by a unit to deal with the wage 
data of employees and exchange information with financial departments, also can be 
used by financial departments to deal with the wage data submitted by various units, 
aggregate wage information of units, pay wage into each employee’s bank account of 
units, realize information exchange with social security departments, local taxation 
system and other systems, sort and analyse data then achieve unified payment of 
wages. 
The wage unified payment system throughout the building of a structure from the 
definition of wages, reporting, approval, social insurance, paying personal income tax 
to the whole process of payment of wages based on the WEB system is designed. The 
system also includes the corresponding interface specification and the interface for 
flexible deployment, which make the management throughout the entire process and 
meet the requirement that wage-item configuration and the format of interface can be 
set up flexibly. 
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